The Secret Plan of the Old World Order, and it isn’t pretty! A MUST Read!
"The Brotherhood refer to all copies of real human beings as "shadows". (They themselves
like to stand in the shadows, hence their name.) Some of them dream of an entire world of
shadows over which they can exert complete mastery. The "New World Order", in the
mouths of these people, is a codename for the creation of this shadow world in which the
unruly, uncooperative masses are replaced by their compliant, docile simulacra. It is the
horrific vision of perfect and permanent control by the Old World Order, in which real
humanity is no longer welcome to participate."
This is the Archon’s Demon/Alien world of despicable Thought Forms manifesting upon
Earth, on the physical plane. Not in the physical though, but only through ‘consciousness’
which will take over the ‘soul/consciousness’ of the targeted human and manipulate it into
carrying out the bidding of the Archon’s Astral Agenda.
This form of 'control' over human beings will be by Entity/Demon Possession, where a
programmed human 'soul', or major Demon from the Archon's Astral Heavens will be 'sent
down' to 'occupy' the empty Human Vessel, and thus make Humans totally compliant with
the Will of the Old World Oder and the Archon’s Papal Bloodlines behind it::
"The Brotherhood of the Shadows
The Old World Order sponsor a number of esoteric societies. One of the most sinister is The
Brotherhood (or College) of the Shadows, once known as the Order of the Golem and
composed of Jewish alchemists and Kabbalists. The golem is a creature composed of
inanimate matter (a "clay being"), an automaton, which can allegedly be brought to life when
a rabbi places in its mouth a piece of paper with the true name of God written upon it. In the
world of magic, the true name of "God" is invoked when the most powerful spells of all are
cast. Moses allegedly used it to part the Red Sea, and Solomon to harness demonic forces to
help him create the wondrous Temple of Solomon.
According to the Bible, Adam, having been fashioned from clay by the Creator and then had
life breathed into him, must be considered the first golem. So the human race, tracing its
descent from Adam if the Book of Genesis is to be believed, can be said to have the closest of
relationships with golems. They are entirely compatible; just different points on the spectrum.
Frankenstein, a being created from the body parts of corpses and then animated by a brilliant
scientist, is a more modern tale of a golem. Dr Frankenstein could easily be based on a
member of the Brotherhood of the Shadows, although there is no sure proof.
The ancient mission of the Brotherhood of the Shadows was to master every aspect of the
golem and its interactions with humans. In modern times, they have become experts in
artificial intelligence, cybernetics, the human genome, genetic engineering, cloning etc: every
aspect of the "science of the double". Many are elite scientists, being paid vast salaries. They
desire to produce a perfect simulacrum of a human being, like the "replicants" of the film
Blade Runner. Many of them see it as purely a scientific endeavour, but the higher ranks of
the Brotherhood have very different aims.
They want to create 1) "Manchurian Candidates" (perfect, disposable assassins), 2) "doubles"
to take the place of leaders in dangerous situations or to produce airtight alibis for leaders
while they are engaging in nefarious activities elsewhere, 3) simulacra of soldiers who can be

sent on the most dangerous missions, 4) doppelgangers for use in psy-ops against chosen
targets (nothing is more psychologically disturbing than to suddenly encounter your own
double), 5) young clones of old, dying members of the Old World Order into which their
minds can be transferred so that they can be "reborn" in their prime.
Some of these things were done in the past with the help of magic and illusion and they have
provided the basis for a whole host of stories, myths and legends concerning the "double" and
"doppelganger". (The legends of King Arthur and the Holy Grail are closely entwined with
the "double". Arthur is conceived when his father, Uther Pendragon, via a powerful spell cast
by Merlin, takes on the form of Gorlois, Duke of Cornwall, and sleeps with Cornwall's wife,
Igraine, Arthur's mother. Similarly, Galahad, the Grail Knight and more perfect version of
Arthur, was conceived when his father Lancelot was duped into thinking he was sleeping
with Guinevere when it was actually Elaine of Carbonek, daughter of Pelles, the Grail King.
Are these just stories or do they hint at the existence of a real process that existed in the past
for creating the illusion of a double? Also, note that both Arthur and Galahad were
illegitimate, showing that they were born outside the rules of the Demiurge's world.) The
more technologically advanced of these concepts regularly feature in contemporary sci-fi
stories and films. Many of these ideas, which often seem outlandish and far-fetched to
ordinary people, are not far from coming to fruition. Humanity is sleepwalking into this
disturbing future and has no idea what nightmares are coming.
The Brotherhood refer to all copies of real human beings as "shadows". (They themselves
like to stand in the shadows, hence their name.) Some of them dream of an entire world of
shadows over which they can exert complete mastery. The "New World Order", in the
mouths of these people, is a codename for the creation of this shadow world in which the
unruly, uncooperative masses are replaced by their compliant, docile simulacra. It is the
horrific vision of perfect and permanent control by the Old World Order, in which real
humanity is no longer welcome to participate.
(The Illuminati also preach a New World Order, but in the opposite sense to the OWO's
"vision". The Illuminati want to see the power of the Old World Order utterly smashed, and
for humanity to be genuinely liberated for the first time, led by meritocrats - those who
demonstrate the greatest ability - who can come from any race, nation, sex or background and
are not the children and beneficiaries of privilege. Above all, greed must be eliminated from
the New World Order. In the expression Money is the root of all evil, "money" should be
replaced by "greed" since it is greed that fuels the desire for excessive amounts of money.)
For the highest echelon of the Brotherhood of the Shadows, their task is the most sinister of
all, but it is by no means a secret one. It is one long foretold and much discussed - to bring
forth the "antichrist", or even one level higher than that: Satan himself.
The Brotherhood of the Shadows reached the peak of their powers between 1600 and 1793.
They saved many prominent aristocrats from the guillotine in Revolutionary France by
substituting them with doubles.The famous story The Scarlet Pimpernel is said to be based on
the activities of a member of the Brotherhood.
"We seek him here, we seek him there,
Those Frenchies seek him everywhere.
Is he in heaven? — Is he in hell?
That damned, elusive Pimpernel."

The real Pimpernel was reputedly a master of the art of the double, and hence his singular
ability to evade his pursuers.
The most controversial case of all regarding substitution by a double was supposedly that of
Jesus Christ at the Crucifixion, which the Brotherhood of the Shadows, led at the time by
Joseph of Arimathea, was alleged to have organised. In the Koran, it says: "'Verily, we have
killed the Messiah, Jesus the son of Mary, the apostle of God', [they said]...but they did not
kill him, and they did not crucify him, but a similitude was made for them..."
In 1793, the headquarters of the Brotherhood of the Shadows was based in the important
French port of Toulon, strongly pro-royalist in its sympathies. In August of that year, the city
allowed itself to be occupied by a pro-royalist army supported by the British, Spanish and
other enemies of revolutionary France. A powerful British fleet supported the land force. The
revolutionary army laid siege to the port and, only after a long and difficult campaign, did
they take the city. The inspiration for the revolutionary army was a brilliant young man called
Napoleon Bonaparte. He was a Freemason, Rosicrucian and a friend of leading Jacobins,
including the brother of Robespierre. Bonaparte, an artillery genius, found the optimal
locations for cannons to dominate both the city and the British fleet. A secret task of
Bonaparte was to direct cannon fire at the HQ of the Brotherhood of the Shadows. He
succeeded in destroying it. Many of the Brotherhood were killed, including their Grand
Master. Many of their most precious documents and books were lost, and irreplaceable
apparatus that they needed for their work. It was a devastating blow that all but ended the
Brotherhood.
As mainstream science grew ever stronger in the period 1800 to the present day, it was
believed that the Brotherhood of the Shadows had either been dissolved or gone deep
underground. Now, it is thought that they have re-emerged, having combined state-of-the-art
science with their ancient occult skills, and they are being massively backed by the power and
wealth of the Old World Order. Their leaders have been given carte blanche to focus on the
darkest arts. This unholiest of alliances could scarcely be more disturbing. Humanity's
darkest fears may be realised. Why take the risk? Why not do what you can to ensure that the
people seize power from the Old World Order and start running the nations of the world in
the interests of all of the people rather than those of the privileged elites?
Egyptian occultist Rollo Ahmed said in 1936, "There are people walking our earth whose
spiritual self is already dead or has detached itself from being sunk in matter. Some souls cast
themselves so wilfully into the pleasures of the material world, living only for its power, its
luxuries and riches, bodily beauty, intellectual brilliance and wit, that they lose even the
smallest link with the Divine Spark within. Starved and ignored, this gradually detaches itself
and returns to the Divine Source, leaving a living and intelligent corpse behind it. Others live
lives of physical, moral and spiritual evil; until the ego or soul is literally lost and becomes
swamped in darkness."
This provides an accurate description of many of the members of the Old World Order. What
Ahmed doesn't mention is that it's possible to prevent a human from acquiring a soul. Certain
black magicians have specialised in this "skill".
In the 1970s, the Brotherhood of the Shadows identified twelve possible candidates to host
Satan. These twelve had to be born in particular circumstances. Renegade priests carried out
black magic ceremonies to ensure that they were born without souls (because only soulless
golems can be taken over by Satan). These "living corpses" seem to most people to be

perfectly human, but they all exhibit a strange deadness of the eyes. (If eyes are the windows
to the soul then what are the eyes like if there is no soul?)
The Brotherhood are said to have reinforced the DNA of the potential hosts using "triple
helix DNA", to make them robust enough to host Satan's soul without being destroyed.
Satan, once he has become incarnate, will become the one-world leader, and the Great
Tyranny will begin, much worse even than that of the Old World Order. Rex Mundi, the king
of the world, the Demiurge himself, will be able to rule his creation in person before the
coming of the Apocalypse.
Supriem Rockefeller is said to be the favoured host at the present time, although a prominent
member of the Rothschild family has also been mentioned. It is thought that the successful
candidate will have to prove his worth by excelling in the financial, political or military world
and surpassing the achievements of all of his rivals, or will have to engage in a lethal struggle
with the others. The last man standing will have demonstrated that he has what it takes - the
requisite cunning, ruthlessness, savagery and lack of conscience.
2012 is said to be the year when the decision concerning which of the twelve empty vessels is
to be chosen must finally be taken."
Like I said, it is not pretty and in fact it is totally despicable and nothing less that sheer evil.
http://armageddonconspiracy.co.uk/Supriem-Rockefeller%281584416%29.htm

